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Language On and Off the Field 
- Maintain 5:1 positive to corrective feedback during practice, after practices 

and games
- Deal with correction privately if possible (sometimes it can’t happen)
- Don’t allow moodiness, attitudes, giving up or tantrums on the field
- Language on and off the field leads to girls feeling not good enough! 
- Allow girls (especially middle and high school) to meet as a team to 

discuss what they want to get out of today.

BYU Publication in 2017 stated that : 

“ former athletes did not like or appreciate their coaches yelling at them at a young age. In many cases 
the coaches lost credibility with the former athletes.”



Fitness Coaching 
- Conditioning needs to be gender-specific as well as 

sport-specific 
- Preventing ACL injuries - teach landing and strengthen 

leg work, speed and agility drills w/cones and ladders
- Eating Disorders is a huge concern in coaching

- Make sure you are on the same page as your girls 
- Focus on healthy eating, bring in a nutritionist for older 

girls



Teammates and relationships 
- Competition between teammates is good but can also create 

friction. You have to set up competition slowly depending on age 
group. Girls need to know they’re cared about first!
- Competition can strain relationships and cohesion within team 

if not discussed ahead of time. “We are doing the 120 fitness 
test because«”

- Girls tend to Ostracize “stars” 
- Make sure that everyone is supportive of everyone on the team

 - Girls need a relationship more often than just the x’s and o’s



Insecurities 
Many young girls playing sports for the first time are afraid to take risks 
because of the fear of failure. (Why Failure Hits Girls So Hard ,���^

Girls can be incredibly self-critical: one thing to say is “if you’re not making 
mistakes, you might not be going hard enough. It’s practice; make mistakes!”

Encourage your players to find THE GOOD they did first before they start 
criticizing themselves. 

Girls need to know the why behind things (why are we ending early? 
Starting late? Where is so and so? What is the plan for the other team?)


